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LOCALLY ̂ -CLOSED SPACES AND RIM /»-CLOSED SPACES

i
DIX H. PETTEY

Abstract. It is shown in this paper that for P = T2 or P = T} every locally /"-closed

space is a retract of a rim /"-closed, locally /"-closed space by an open, perfect

retraction map. From this it follows that there exist noncompact, rim //-closed,

//-closed spaces and noncompact, rim /î-closed, /?-closed spaces

1. Introduction. Recall that a P space (P a topological property) is said to be

P-closed if it is a closed subspace of every P space in which it is embedded.

(Following the usual convention, we shall write H-closed instead of T2-closed and

R-closed rather that T3-closed.) A P space is defined to be locally P-closed (rim

P-closed, resp.) if it has a base of open sets with /»-closed closures (/"-closed

boundaries, resp.).

Locally //-closed spaces have been studied by Obreanu [5] and Porter [6].

In a recent paper [2], Dow and Porter considered locally /^-closed spaces and rim

/î-closed spaces. They showed that every rim /v-closed, /».-closed space is both locally

/v-closed and strongly minimal regular (in essentially the same way. it can be shown

that every rim //-closed, //-closed space is minimal Hausdorff), and they asked if

there exists a noncompact, rim /{-closed, /{-closed space.

The main result of this paper is that for P = T2ot P = T3, every locally /»-closed

space is a retract of rim /»-closed, locally /»-closed space by an open, perfect

retraction map. From this it follows that every //-closed space is a retract of a rim

//-closed, //-closed space and that every locally /{-closed, R-closed space is a retract

of a rim /{-closed, /».-closed space. These results imply the existence of noncompact,

rim //-closed, //-closed spaces and noncompact, rim Ä-closed, /{-closed spaces, thus

answering the question in [2] cited above.

Remark. The definition of "locally /».-closed" used by Dow and Porter differs

slightly from the one used in this paper. They required only that each point have a

base of /{-closed neighborhoods. Their proof that a rim /{-closed, /{-closed space is

locally Ä-closed is, however, adequate under either definition.

2. Preliminaries. Most of the results presented in this section will be used in §3.

Except for Lemma 2.8 they are explicitly concerned with /»-closed spaces, locally

/»-closed spaces, or rim /»-closed spaces.

By a map we always mean a continuous function.
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2.1. Proposition. // P = T2 or P = 7"3, X is a locally P-closed space, and Y is a P

space that is the image of X under an open map, then Y is locally P-closed.

Proof. It is well known that for P — T2 or P = T3 the /»-closed property is

preserved by maps onto /»-spaces (see [1, Theorems 3.3(b) and 4.16(b)]). In light of

this, the argument is routine and straightforward (cf. [3, Theorem 3.3.15]).

The next result is not used elsewhere in the paper but is easily proved, and it

seems appropriate to include it here.

2.2. Proposition. // X is a locally H-closed space and Y is the image of X under a

perfect map then Y is locally H-closed.

Proof. It follows from [3, Theorem 3.7.20] that Y is a T2 space. The rest of the

proof is similar to that of [3, Theorem 3.7.21]. Let y he a point of Y and G a

neighborhood of y, and let / be a perfect map from X onto Y. Then f~](y) is

compact, so there is an open neighborhood V of f'\y) such that V Qf'\G) and

cl V is //-closed. Let U — Y — f(X — V). Since / is a closed map, U is an open

neighborhood of v. Furthermore, UGG. We also have U Gf(c\V), and since

/(cl V) is //-closed (see [1, Theorems 3.3(b)]) it follows from [1, Theorems 3.3(d)] that

cl U is //-closed.

2.3. Proposition. If P = T2 or P = T3, X is a P space, Y is a P-closed space, and

there is an open, perfect map from X onto Y, then X is P-closed.

(This follows immediately from [4, Theorem 2.7].)

2.4. Lemma. Suppose P = T2 or P = T3, that X and Y are P spaces, and that f is an

open, perfect map from X onto Y. If V is an open subset of Y and cl V (bd V, resp.) is

P-closed, then cl f'\V) (bd f'\V), resp.) is P-closed.

Proof. Since/is open, we have cl/-'(K ) =/"'(cl V) and bd f'\V) =/"'(bdK).

In light of Proposition 2.3, this completes the proof.

We use the notation (Ya\ f°; ¿D) to indicate an inverse system of topological

spaces and bonding maps indexed over a directed set °D, and we write invlimrgup Ya

to denote the inverse limit space associated with the system. It will always be

understood that for each a in UD the bonding map f* from Ya to Ya is the identity

map. For a discussion of basic properties of inverse systems and inverse limits, see

[3, pp. 135-144] (or any of several other standard topology reference works).

2.5. Proposition. // P = T2 or P = T3 and if (Ya; fy": lî)) is an inverse system of

locally P-closed (rim P-closed, resp.) spaces and open, perfect, onto bounding maps,

then invlimQe.,fi Ya is locally P-closed (rim P-closed, resp.) and for each r¡ in ûï the

projection from invlimaeoi, Ya to Yv is an open, perfect, onto map.

Proof. It follows from [3, Theorem 2.5.2] that the inverse limit space is a P space

and from [4, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4] that each projection is an open, perfect, onto map.

Therefore, [3, Proposition 2.5.5] and Proposition 2.3 imply that invhma6„pya is

locally /»-closed (rim /»-closed, resp.).
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2.6. Proposition. If P = T2 and P = T3 and if S is a locally P-closed (rim P-closed,

resp.) space and K is a compact T2 space, then S X K is locally P-closed (rim P-closed,

resp.).

(This follows by straightforward argument as a consequence of [1, Theorems 3.3(c)

and 4.17(b)].)

Given a topological space Y, we let w( Y ) denote the weight of Y (i.e. the smallest

cardinal k such that Y has a base of cardinality k).

2.7. Lemma. // Y is a locally P-closed space then there is a base © for Y such that the

cardinality ofQ) is w(Y) and such that each member of<$> has P-closed closure.

(This follows immediately from [3, Theorem 1.1.15].)

For each ordinal a, we let W(a) denote the set of all ordinals less than a.

2.8. Lemma. Let k be a cardinal number and ß an ordinal of cardinality less than or

equal to k. If (Ya; f'\ W(ß)) is an inverse system of T2 spaces and perfect, onto

bonding maps and if w(Ya) = n for each a in W(ß), then the weight o/invlima<H Ya is

K.

(This is an immediate consequence of [4, Lemma 2.4, 3, 3.7.19 and 4, Lemma 2.2].)

3. Retracts of rim /»-closed spaces. In this section, we show that if P = T2 or

P = T3 then every locally /»-closed space is a retract of a rim /»-closed, locally

/»-closed space by an open, perfect retraction map. It then follows that every

//-closed space is a retract of a rim //-closed, //-closed space and that every locally

/{-closed, /{-closed space is a retract of a rim /{-closed, /{-closed space.

Let / denote the closed unit interval on the real line.

For a topological space S and an open subset V of S, let Z(S, V) denote the

quotient space obtained from S X / by identifying (s, t) with (s,0) for each point s

of S — V and each / in /.

3.1. Lemma. // S is a topological space and V is an open subset of S, then the

quotient map from S X I onto Z(S, V) is perfect.

Proof. It is easily verified that the decomposition of 5 X / associated with the

map is upper-semicontinuous and thus that the map is closed. Since point inverses

are compact, this completes the proof.

3.2. Lemma. Suppose P — T2 or P — T3, and let S be. a P space and V an open

subset ofS. There is a subspace A of Z(S,V) and an open, perfect map § from Z(S,V)

onto S such that

( 1 ) <p | A is a homeomorphism onto S and

(2) if cl V is P-closed then <b~\V) is the union of two open sets having P-closed

boundaries.

Proof. Let u denote the quotient map from S X I onto Z(S, V) and tt the

projection from S X I onto S. Let <f> = wir1. It is easily verified that <b is a

well-defined function from Z(S, V) onto S.  Since <£"' =/xw"'  and ii is closed
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(Lemma 3.1), <f> is continuous. Since the map it is open and perfect, it follows that <i>

is also. Let A denote the subspace u(S X {0}) of Z(S, V). Then <b\A is a homeo-

morphism onto S. Suppose now that cl V is /»-closed, and observe that <b~\V) is the

union of the two open subsets p(V X [I - {0}]) and p(V X [I - {1}]) of Z(S, V).

It is not difficult to see that bd u(V X [I - {0}]) = u([c\V] X {0}) and that

bd u( V X [I - {1}]) = u([cl V] X {1}). Since cl V is /»-closed, we conclude that each

of hdp(VX[I- {0}])andbdix(FX[/- {1}]) is/»-closed.

3.3. Lemma. If P = T2 or P = T3 and if S is a locally P-closed space of infinite

weight and V is an open subset of S, then Z(S,V) is a locally P-closed space of the

same weight as S.

Proof. Since S is a locally /»-closed space, it follows that 5 X / is a locally

/»-closed space (Proposition 2.6) and thus that Z(S, V) is a P space (Lemma 3.1 and

[3,Theorem 3.7.20]). To show Z(S,V) is locally /»-closed, let z he a point of Z(S,V)

and N an open neighborhood of z. Let ti, m, and <b be as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Consider first the case where <¡>(z) G V. Then u~\z) is a singleton subset of V X /,

and we can choose an open subset U of SX I such that u~\z) G U G (V X I) n

p~\N) and cl U is /»-closed. Further, z G u(U) G N. Because ti takes V X I homeo-

morphically onto an open subset of Z(S, V), u(U) is an open neighborhood of r.

Since ju. is perfect we have c\p(U) — p(c\U), implying that cl ju,(f7 ) is /»-closed.

Consider now the case where (¡>(z) G S — V. Then p'](z) = (</>(z)} X /, and there

thus exists an open subset G of 5 such that u~\z) G G X I G p~l(N) and cl G is

/»-closed. Then z G <b~\G) — p(G X I) G N. Since 4> is continuous, open, and

perfect it follows that <f>"'((7) is open and that c\<b~](G) is /»-closed (Lemma 2.4).

Hence, Z(S, V) is locally /»-closed. Finally, observe that w(S) being infinite implies

that w(S) = w(S X I). Perfect maps cannot increase weight [3, Theorem 3.7.19], so

Lemmas 3.1 implies that w(Z(S, V)) < w(S X I) and Lemma 3.2 implies that

w(S) «£ w(Z(S, V)). Therefore, w(Z(S, V)) = w(S).

In proving the next theorem, we use a modification of a technique used by Louis

Friedler and this author in the proof of [4, Theorem 2.8]. (Cf. also [7, §3].)

3.4. Theorem. If P — T2or P = T3 and if Y is a locally P-closed space, then there is

a rim P-closed, locally P-closed space X of the same weight as Y such that

( 1 ) Y is a subspace of X and

(2) there is an open, perfect retraction from X onto Y.

Proof. We may assume w(Y) to be infinite (for otherwise Y has only finitely

many points and is thus compact). Let t denote the least ordinal of cardinality w(Y),

and let o denote a one-to-one function from W(j) X W(t) onto W(t) — {0} such

that o(a, O > a for each (a, f ) in W(r) X W(t) [4, Lemma 2.1].

We choose by transfinite induction, in the manner indicated below, an inverse

system (Ya; f"; W(t)) of locally /»-closed spaces and open, perfect, onto bonding

maps such that for each a in W(t), w(Ya) — w(Y). For each a we also choose a base

%a = [Ba¡ | f < t} for Yß such that each member of l:6a has a /»-closed closure. The

spaces, bonding maps, and bases are chosen according to the following procedure.
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Let Y0 = Y, and let/,0 be the identity map on Y{). Choose ïô„ = {/»0? | f < t} to be

a base for yn such that each member of UA{) has /»-closed closure (see Lemma 2.7).

Suppose now that ß is a nonzero ordinal in W(t), that the inverse system

(Ya; /°; W(ß)) of locally /»-closed spaces and open, perfect, onto bonding maps has

already been chosen, and that for each a in W(ß) the base 9ia = {5of | f < t} has

been chosen (with each member of °Jàa having /»-closed closure). Let Sß =

invlima<0 Ya, and for each a in W(ß) let gf denote the open, perfect projection

from Sß onto Ya (see Proposition 2.5). Then Sß is a locally /»-closed space, and

w(Sß) = w(Y) (Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.8). Let (v, £) be the ordered pair in

W(t)X W(t) such that 0(77, £) = ß. Then v < ß, which implies that Yn and ÏÔ,

have already been chosen. Let Vß denote the open subset (g^Y^B^) °f ^s- Then Vß

has /»-closed closure (Lemma 2.4). Now let Yß = Z(Sß, Vß), and let Ap be a subspace

of Yß and ^ an open, perfect map from Yß onto Sß such that (1) <¡>p\Ap is a

homeomorphism onto Sß and (2) (<r^)~'(I^) is the union of two open sets having

/»-closed boundaries (see Lemma 3.2). Then Yß is a locally /»-closed space such that

w( Yß) = w(Y) (Lemma 3.3). Choose ®j = {Bßt\C <t) to be a base for Yß such that

each member of ©,, has P-closed closure. Now \e\f$ denote the identity map on Yß,

and for each a in W(ß) let/f denote the open perfect map g^<pß from Yp onto Ya.

Then ff = fyafaß whenever y *£ a < ß, and (<fy)"'( ̂) = ( f* )"'( fi,{ ).

Having inductively generated the system {y„; /Ya; W(t)) and the corresponding

bases ©a (a < t), we now let A' = invlima<T Ya, and for each a in lf(T) we let fa

denote the projection from X to Ya.

It follows from Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.8 that A" is a locally /»-closed space

of weight w(Y) and that each projection/, (a < t) is open, perfect, and onto. To

show that X is rim /»-closed, let x he a point of X and G an open neighborhood of x.

Then there is an ordered pair (v. £) in W(j) X W(j) such that x G (/,)"'( 5^) G G

(see [3, Proposition 2.5.5]). Let ß be the ordinal o(r¡, |). Then (fnß)'\B^)

(— (<bß)~](Vß)) is the union of two open sets having /»-closed boundaries. Choose U

to be one of these two open sets and such that^(x) G U. Then x G (fß)~\U) G G,

and bd( fp)-\U) is P-closed (Lemma 2.4).

It remains to be shown that Y may be embedded in X in such a way that there is

an open, perfect retraction from X onto Y. To do this, it is sufficient to show the

existence of a subspace H of X such that f0 | H is a homeomorphism onto YQ. We let

//() = Y0 and choose by induction a family {Ha G Ya \ a < t} of subspaces such that

for each a in W(t) and each y in W(a + 1) the restriction f* | Ha is a homeomor-

phism onto //r For each nonzero ordinal ß in H/(T) (assuming the collection

{//„ I a < /?} has already been chosen) we let H'ß denote the subspace invlima</}//a

of Sß and then choose Hß to be a subspace of Aß such that «^ | Hp is a homeomor-

phism onto H'ß. It follows from our construction and [3, Proposition 2.5.10] that for

each a in W(t) and each y in W(a + 1), f° | //a is a homeomorphism onto Hy. Now

let // denote the subspace invlim0<T//Q of X. Then/0 | // is a homeomorphism onto

YQ [3, Proposition 2.5.10]. This completes the proof.

Every //-closed space is locally //-closed (see [1, Theorem 3.3(d)]). Therefore, the

next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 2.3.
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3.5. Theorem. // Y is an H-closed space, then there exists a rim H-closed, H-closed

space X of the same weight as Y such that ( 1 ) Y is a subspace of X and (2) there is an

open, perfect retraction from X onto Y.

Similarly, we have the following.

3.6. Theorem. // Y is a locally R-closed, R-closed space, then there exists a rim

R-closed, R-closed space X of the same weight as Y such that ( 1 ) Y is a subspace X and

(2) there is an open, perfect retraction from X onto Y.

(There exist /{-closed spaces that are not locally /{-closed [2,2.7], so in light of

Proposition 2.1 it is clear that the locally /{-closed requirement cannot be removed

from the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6.)

There are known examples of noncompact, //-closed spaces [1, Example 3.13] and

noncompact, locally /{-closed, /{-closed spaces [1, Example 4.18]. Therefore, Theo-

rems 3.5 and 3.6 immediately imply the next result. This settles Problem 4.3 of [2].

3.7. Corollary. There exist noncompact, rim H-closed, H-closed spaces and

noncompact, rim R-closed, R-closed spaces.
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